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Shayne Coulso~; PSAndrewStunell    ,          ~ 
L.~_I£,_~_~/[_~_~._~.~_[L~,.t~_[,_~._~[_,.] p S p e r m a n e n t S e c r et a ry;i All Advisers iDCLG; John Flennes; Sarah 
Sturrock; Bob Ledsome; Daniel Greaves; Bernard Wilson; SBDHeadDep7s; Peter 

Bide; Kavian Thompson; Mark Plummer; Kirsty Wedderspoon; Richard McCarthy; 

David Rossington; Terrie Alafat; Stephanie Hurst; Shehla Husain; Sandy Bishop; 

Sarah Souther~on; Claire Ackroyd; Nick Price; Georgina Fuller; Nina Robinson; Ken 

Bromley 

RE: Submission on the Conclusions from the Review of the Building Regulations 

Shayne, thanks for this. However, with regard para 13, security standards in new homes, have discussed with Rachel 
in Grant’s office and can you please give us a short note setting out the two alternative approaches (pros/cons/costs) 
etc? I assume we’ll need this quickly to get the write-round letter out asap. Once you come back to me with a note I 
will cladfy the other point with the Minister. 

Thanks 
Stella 

Shayne Coulson 
Thursday, November 18, 2010 12:4g PN 
PSAndrewStunell 

~g~2J-’~?-’g~-"_~_?-’!-’&.i PSPermanentSecretary[~ Al[Adv’sers~i]ohn Fiennes; Sarah Sturrock; Bob Ledsome; Daniel Greaves; 
Bernard Wilson; SBDHeadDepTs; Peter Bide; Kavian Thompson; Nark Plummet; Kirsty Wedderspaan; Richard NcCarthy; 
David Rossington~ Terrie Ale fat; Stephanie Hurst; Shehla Husain; Sandy Bishop; Sarah SouLherLon~ Claire Ackroyd~ Nick 
Price; Georgina Fuller; Nine Robinson~ Ken Bromley 

RE; Submission on the Conclusions from the Review of the Building Regulations 

Thanks for your response. We spoke and I agreed to provide you with a shot[ e-mail. 

Para 10, acoustics in schools - Brain Mar[in provided fur[her advice in his note to AS dated 12 November and on 
the back of a letter from the National Deaf Children’s Society. This provides more background on the issue and 
the relationship between how we might consider this and DfE’s wider review of all standards. On the basis that 
what we would be saying in the Statement is that we will work closely with DfE officials to explore 
rationalisation/the scope for streamlining in this area, can I clarify whether the Minister is content? 

Para 13, security standards in new homes - we have noted the Ministers comments. We discussed and you 
agreed to speak to Rachel in GS’s office given that this is something that potentially imposes costs on 
housebuilders and that the approach proposed in the submission was that this might be more effectively dealt 
with through the local standards framework. (For info I attach Richard Harral’s earlier note to AS of 22 July on 
security which includes an estimate of incorporating security in Code homes of approximately £344 per home - 
although the cost is dependent on what standard might be required). 
<< File: 100723 Brief AS Secudty Standards.doc >> 

Para 14, hard-wired smoke alarms - just for clarity, this requirement was introduced into the Building regulations 
in 1991. Was this clarification all you were after? 

Para 15, Lifetime Homes - Richard Harral will hopefully submit a submission to GS (obviously copied to AS) later 
today. 

Para 16, Changing Places - Noted - we will inform the Group when we have AS’s decision on Richard Harral’s 
submission of 16 November. 

We would be grateful if you could confirm the MinisteCs final decisions asap, given we need to provide him with a 
write round letter next week to allow sufficient time for clearance in advance of his Statement on 14 December. 

Thanks and happy to discuss. 
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Shayne 

Shayne, 

Thank you for your submission of 10 November on the conclusions from the Review of the Building 
Regulations. 

The Minister agreed with most of your recommendations as set out but commented on some of them: 

Para 10, re part E and looking at deregulation in these areas, the Minister commented that this needs to connect 
to the issue of the deaf children RNID lobby. 

Para 13 - The Minister does not agree the approach here - he agrees with the Home Office (and ACPO) 

Para 14 - The Minister asked, what about wired smoke alarms? 

Para 15 - The Minister would like to see the advice on Lifetime Homes. Please keep us informed as to when its 
coming up. 

Para 16 - The Minister noted that we need to consult / infoiTn the Equalities Inter-ministerial Group chaired by 
Home Office about the Changing Places requirement. (NB, I know you’ve since further advice on this.) 

Thanks 
Stella 

<< File: 101008 - Sub to AS - Initial Conclusions from the Review v0.6.doc >> 

Please see the attached submission (4 pages - apologies, but it covers a number of issues) to Andrew 
Stunell seeking his agreement to the package of work to the technical Parts of the Building Regulations 
that we propose taking forward into 2011. 

Thanks 

Shayne 

<< File:101008- Subto AS -Initial Conclusions from the Review v0.6.doc >> 
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